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Displaying Drifter Data in Google Earth 

This tutorial uses an on-line program to translate Excel files into KML files (Excel to Kml). 
To learn more about Excel to Kml, go to:  http://www.earthpoint.us/ExcelToKml.aspx 

1. Download a text file or Excel file of drifter locations from the ComTech website or another website 
as described in an earlier tutorial. 

2. Open Excel and import the text file into the program if it is not in an Excel format. (If you need more 
information on how to do this, Google on “importing text files into excel” for a plethora of on-line 
tutorials; I find the non-Microsoft ones best.) 

3. For ComTech text files: Press File > Open and navigate to your text file.  Indicate the fields are 
delimited, check both “tab” and “space” for delimiters, and then indicate that the column data 
format is “general”.  Press Finish. 

At this point, the Excel file should look something like this: 

 

In Excel 

1. Delete all of the columns to the right of the latitude column. 

2. Delete all of the columns to the left of the date column. 

3. Erase all of the words in the first row, but don’t delete the row. We’ll replace these words in a few 
minutes. 

4. You should now have four columns that contain the: date, time, latitude, and longitude. 

5. Find the column of longitudes and write the word “Longitude” in the first row over the longitude 
column.  Capitalization is important.  

http://www.earthpoint.us/ExcelToKml.aspx
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6. Do the same for Latitude. 

Your spreadsheet should now look something like the image below. 

 

7. Delete any rows that are missing Longitude and/or Latitude data. They are of no value and can 
create trouble later on. 

8. Now insert two columns to the left of the Longitude column. You should have two empty columns in 
columns C and D. 

9. In cell C1 enter “TimeBegin” and in cell D1 enter “TimeEnd”. Capitalization is important, no spaces. 

10. In cell C2, add the date of cell A2 to the time of cell B2 by entering “=A2+B2”. Enter. (Just Date or 
Time will not appear until you do the next step, don’t worry.) 

11. Now change the format of cell C2 by right-clicking it and choosing “Format Cells…”. 

12. This step is shown in the image below.  In the Format Cells window that opens, under the Number 
Tab, choose “Custom”. In the box immediately under Type: enter “m/d/yyyy hh:mm:ss”. Under 
Sample, you should see both the date and the time appear. Press the OK button, and see the date 
and the time appear in cell C2. 

 In our drifter animation, this is the time that the icon representing this location will begin to show up. 
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13. Fill the C column with combined dates+times by copying cell C2 all the way to the bottom of the 
data. [Do this by dragging the lower right corner of the outlined cell to the bottom of the page.  Ask 
for help if this is unclear.] 

 

Next, we need to calculate the time when we want the icon to disappear.  In most cases, I like to have 
about six icons show up at once on the Google Earth screen during an animation. This creates an illusion 
of a “tail” and helps show the movement of the drifter. 

Note that in the Excel spreadsheet, the most recent locations are towards the top, and the older 
locations are towards the bottom.  If we want six locations to show up at the same time, we need to 
enter a more recent TimeEnd for older locations.  

14. Go to Cell D7 and enter “=A2+B2”.  Format this cell in the exact same way we formatted Cell C2. 
Copy this expression from Cell D7 all the way to the bottom of the data.  

15. In Cell D6, enter “=A$2+B$2”, format it the same as the other cells, and copy it into cells C2..C5. We 
should now have complete columns of data for columns A through F.  

 The spreadsheet should now look like the example below.  Note that in column D, the first five rows of 
data all have the same TimeEnd, which will essentially be the end of the animation.  In this way, the 
animation will end with about five locations visible on the screen. 
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Our next task is to choose an icon style, size, and color, and indicate a line to be drawn between icons. 
The only required item is the Icon; all the others are optional.  

Fill in the next few columns as shown in the image on the next page.  
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16. In columns G through M, fill in the labels along Row 1 and the words or numbers in the underlying 
rows as shown in the image below.  

 

After going through the entire process and seeing what these formatting instructions control what the 
user sees on Google Earth, please come back to this point and play with all of these values to see what 
changing them does to the final animation.   

Refer to the ExcelToKml website (http://www.earthpoint.us/ExcelToKml.aspx ) for ideas on how to 
change the values.  You may want to add a column called “LineStringWidth” with a value other than “2” 
to make the line that connects the locations thinner or thicker. 

The spreadsheet is now ready for entering into the ExcelToKml website. 

Go to http://www.earthpoint.us/ExcelToKml.aspx.  

 Sign in to the website using mate as the e-mail address, and drifters as the password. (You can do this 
without signing is but the number of rows you can process in the program will be limited, it is best to 
sign in.  When you return to your home institution, please set up your own account, this website service 
is free for educators.) 

This Icon number tells Google 

Earth which icon to use. See the 

ExcelToKml website for the list 

of options. Icon #341 is white, 

which accepts color well. 

Yellow shows up 

well against a blue 

ocean. Experiment 

with other colors. 

Experience 

indicates 0.7 

works well. 

The Name is the TimeBegin of each location. In Cell K2, 

enter “=C2” and then copy to the bottom of the data. The 

name will appear in Google Earth sidebar in the Places box, 

and when the mouse hovers over the icon in the main 

screen (mouse-over). 

Reduces clutter by 

hiding the name of the 

drifter location (i.e., the 

time) until mouseover. 

The Description, 

consisting here of the 

coordinates, appears in 

the balloon when an 

icon is clicked. 

http://www.earthpoint.us/ExcelToKml.aspx
http://www.earthpoint.us/ExcelToKml.aspx
http://www.earthpoint.us/ExcelToKml.aspx
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Enter the location of your Excel spreadsheet into the Browse box as shown below. Press the “View on 
Google Earth” button. In the window that appears, select “Open”, knowing that you can always save it 
later. 

As Google Earth opens, the screen will look something like this, with *all* of the locations visible: 

 

To fix this, take the left-hand button of the animation slider and move it all the way to the right, so that 
it touches the right-hand button.  

Now the image should look something like this: 

 

Slide to right. 
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It’s often useful to set the animation to “loop” and the time to UTC.  Click the little wrench in the upper 
right of the animation slider window. 

 

 

 

Click here to open 

the “Date and Time 

Options” window. 
Click here to start 

(and stop) an 

animation 

Usually the 

most useful 


